Chairs’ Meeting
November 18, 2014

Meeting convened: 2:20

Present: James H. McDonald, Matt Barton, Kyle Bishop, Art Challis, Pat Keehley, Elise Leahy, Britt Mace, Mark Miller, Ravi Roy, Kristine Frost, Admin. Assistant

BUDGET RETREAT

1. Student Success—HSS needs
   i. Tutoring and Writing Center—need admin.
   ii. Math and English Gen Ed. Bottlenecks
   iii. History 1700 bottle neck—we need to replace Earl—Michelle to address issue, but Earl got taken away. May get another faculty line
   iv. Psych 1010-rapidly growing major—Psych assistant professor
   v. Need someone in neuro-science
   vi. Hispanic recruitment and retention plan—instate campus tours

2. Coordinating the American Institutions classes

3. Spending 3 million a year on student wages; not coordinated, overall discomfort about job vs career orientation
   i. HSS proposal for student workers still on table.

4. New programs—Anthro R401 is moving forward, Cyber security

5. Quality—Anthro, History, Psych hires—Honors—have assistant

6. High Impact Practices—UGRSP, EDGE

7. Hire replacement for Todd Peterson, plus full-time lecturer

8. Colleges and departments are underfunded

Meeting adjourned: 3:48